Mo Egeston Music- From the start of his band career in the mid
1990s pianist Maurice "Mo" Egeston (website) has made his mark in
the St. Louis region as a leader of innovative and popular bands. He
currently leads Mo E All-Stars, Coco & Mo, Mo E 3 and Mowinda and
has been a member of Brothers Lazaroff since 2008.
As a leader Mo's band career began in Washington Avenue's club
district. What followed was a string of successful club residencies,
recordings, compilations, global single releases (UJN) and a couple of
years of touring. From 1995-2008 Mo's bands have included
Invincible Groov (Green Room house band), Vargas/Vargas Swing
(residencies at Velvet, The Duck Room/Blueberry Hill, Hi-Pointe &
Trainwreck Saloon), Urban Jazz Naturals (UJN) and Mo & Dawn.
While Mo continues to write and record original music for the “Mo E” bands, each group also has a
setlist that can be adapted to fit any event or corporate situation. Potential clients can find more detailed
information about the musical services offered by Mo Egeston Music by following the links related to
each ensemble. One sheets for Mo E All-Stars, Mo E3 and Coco & Mo are also available in PDF form
on the related band pages at www.moegeston.com or via email by request.
Mo E All-Stars- A fusion of electronic dance music, soul, jazz
and Latin. Mo E All-Stars One Sheet
Personnel (trio) Grover Stewart Jr.- drums & vocals Duane
“Jingo” Williams- percussion
Mo Egeston- keyboards and production.
The full band can also feature vocalists CocoSoul and Mario
Pascal and includes rhythm section and horn players from
the St. Louis jazz and soul scene as needed.
Mo E All-Stars on YouTube Mo E All-Stars on Facebook
Mo E Trio- Mo E3 One Sheet
Mo E 3 is a flexible ensemble with a focus on the piano
trio, groove jazz, funk and soul rhythm section traditions.
Groove jazz, soul, rock, Latin, swing and dance.
Personnel- Grover Stewart Jr.- drums & vocals;
Teddy Brookins-bass; Mo Egeston- keyboards & piano
Mo E3- YouTube

Coco & Mo- Soul. House. Disco. Pop. Nu Jazz
From chilled out lounge to the sounds of the get down...
Coco & Mo One Sheet
Featuring devastating vocalist CocoSoul and led by musical
director Mo Egeston...The act demolishes the boundaries
between funk, R&B — and, yes, soul — with impressive
instrumental skill.
Roy Kasten (Riverfront Times June 3, 2010)
Coco & Mo- YouTube Coco & Mo Facebook
Contact: Mo Egeston: moisme1@gmail.com 314.517.4050
More info: www.moegeston.com

